SoftCom-Microsoft Rapid Deployment Program Partnership makes
Windows Server 2012 Cloud VPS ready same day as latest server
platform launch
Toronto, ON – Aug 20, 2012: In close collaboration with Microsoft, the Rapid Deployment
Program (RDP) Program enabled SoftCom, a leading VPS, business web hosting and Exchange
email service provider, to launch the new Windows Server 2012 Cloud VPS offering on the
launch day of Microsoft's latest Windows Server platform.
SoftCom’s involvement in the Windows Server 2012 RDP program began in May 2012 and very
quickly came to fruition. One of three recognized hosting partners in North America and of
eight worldwide, SoftCom worked collaboratively with Microsoft to ensure both parties
achieved their goals. SoftCom was able to successfully build, test and operate a Windows Server
2012 Cloud VPS solution and Microsoft achieves a validated, documented and value-driven use
case.
“Our developer, business and reseller clients need the latest systems and to be able to offer the
latest capabilities to their clients in a cost effective way,” said Jeremy Adams, Product Manager
at SoftCom Inc. “By working with Microsoft, we’ve been able to meet our clients’ needs while
also providing them with improved performance, increased density and reduced costs.”
Windows Server 2012 includes features administrators and businesses need to successfully
manage any cloud data center solution including private, public and hybrid clouds. Partners like
SoftCom are at the core of these solutions and Microsoft has profiled efforts in case studies like
that produced for SoftCom.
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